
A  surfing B  roughing C  camping D  chilling

Q1

A  air conditioners B  furnaces C  humidifiers D  coolers

Q2

A  Sandals B  Boots C  Moccasins D  Flip flops

Q3

A  Seining B  Wading C  Fishing D  Hunting

Q4

A  Leeches B  Slugs C  Mosquitoes D  Bees

Q5

A  early B  long C  wide D  boring

Q6

A  vacation B  festival C  carnival D  fest

Q7

A  root beer B  sarsaparilla C  lemonade D  sangria

Q8

A  Hailstones B  Icicles C  Snowflakes D  Rain

Q9

A  snowballs B  snowmen C  snow angels D  snowchild

Q10

Weather vocabulary test 4

Please choose the most appropriate answer for each sentence.

In the summer, many people in North America often go to a scenic spot, set up a tent and live outdoors for a short
period of time. This recreational activity is called ..........

In the hot summer months, people usually turn on their ......... to keep cool in the high temperatures.

......... are open-toed shoes that are usually worn in the summer.

......... is a recreational sport where people go to lakes, rivers and streams in order to catch fish with long poles, hooks
and bait.

......... are annoying insects that penetrate the skin in order to suck blood.

In North America, summer is the season of ......... days and hot temperatures.

Many people take holidays or a ......... in the summer because of the warm weather and beautiful scenery. Usually, it is
a scheduled break from school or work, a time to relax with family and friends.

In the summer, people often make a cool glass of ......... from freshly-squeezed lemons, water and sugar. They often add
some ice cubes to keep it cold.

......... fall from the sky in the winter months. Each one is unique, beautiful and intricately designed by Mother Nature.

Children often pack snow into round shapes in order to make large, human-sized figures called ..........
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ANSWERS: Weather vocabulary test 4

In the summer, many people in North America often go to a scenic spot, set up a tent and live outdoors for a short
period of time. This recreational activity is called ..........

C  camping

In the hot summer months, people usually turn on their ......... to keep cool in the high temperatures.

A  air conditioners

......... are open-toed shoes that are usually worn in the summer.

A  Sandals

......... is a recreational sport where people go to lakes, rivers and streams in order to catch fish with long poles, hooks
and bait.

C  Fishing

......... are annoying insects that penetrate the skin in order to suck blood.

C  Mosquitoes

In North America, summer is the season of ......... days and hot temperatures.

B  long

Many people take holidays or a ......... in the summer because of the warm weather and beautiful scenery. Usually, it is
a scheduled break from school or work, a time to relax with family and friends.

A  vacation

In the summer, people often make a cool glass of ......... from freshly-squeezed lemons, water and sugar. They often add
some ice cubes to keep it cold.

C  lemonade

......... fall from the sky in the winter months. Each one is unique, beautiful and intricately designed by Mother Nature.

C  Snowflakes

Children often pack snow into round shapes in order to make large, human-sized figures called ..........

B  snowmen
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